An adaptive regression mixture model for fMRI cluster analysis.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has become one of the most important techniques for studying the human brain in action. A common problem in fMRI analysis is the detection of activated brain regions in response to an experimental task. In this work we propose a novel clustering approach for addressing this issue using an adaptive regression mixture model. The main contribution of our method is the employment of both spatial and sparse properties over the body of the mixture model. Thus, the clustering approach is converted into a maximum a posteriori estimation approach, where the expectation-maximization algorithm is applied for model training. Special care is also given to estimate the kernel scalar parameter per cluster of the design matrix by presenting a multi-kernel scheme. In addition an incremental training procedure is presented so as to make the approach independent on the initialization of the model parameters. The latter also allows us to introduce an efficient stopping criterion of the process for determining the optimum brain activation area. To assess the effectiveness of our method, we have conducted experiments with simulated and real fMRI data, where we have demonstrated its ability to produce improved performance and functional activation detection capabilities.